
A Historic Review, Current and 

Future Considerations



Locations
Guelph (1986)

Barrie (2002)

Employs: 45 people

Description: Structural 

Engineers and Building 

Consultants

Project Statistics
30,000 projects

2000+ Agricultural



History: Target OBOA audiences

Purpose: Education on Agricultural Design

Recurring questions: What has changed?  

Is the NFBCC still relevant?

Answer: Nothing has changed.

From Builders: If nothing has changed, why 

are your designs are getting heavier…



THEN
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Then Now

ENGINEERS
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OTHER EXTERNAL FACTORS



One comment we have heard from several builders: 

“Your designs are getting heavier.”





Historical Perspective: Farmer and Supplier
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Farm building design and 

construction in Ontario governed 

by National Farm Building Code 

of Canada 1995.

NFBCC recognizes unique 

characteristics of farm buildings 

and farming industry – low 

human occupancy.

Provides accommodations with 

respect to design loads, building 

materials, means of egress, 

building separation and size, and 

exterior access. 



Recent barn fires – Fire 

Marshal reports not issued yet

Publication 837 examines the 

major causes of farm building 

fires and what can be done to 

reduce the risks

Most likely electrical / building 

maintenance related

Federal and Provincial 

regulatory bodies are involved

Tacoma (on behalf of CFBA) 

has reached out to various 

individuals to offer assistance



SNOW LOADS

Guelph Example – 4/12 roof pitch

Snow Load = 0.8 x Cw x Cs x Ss + Sr

NFBCC ‘96 OBC ‘12

OBC ‘96 Ss = 1.7 kPa Ss = 1.9 kPa

Cs = 0.63 Cs = 0.7

Snow = 1.26 kPa Snow = 1.46 kPa

Snow (windswept) = 1.04 kPa Snoww = 1.20 kPa

Office policy following several collapses in late 90’s early 2000’s and 

subsequent OMAFRA / Engineering Forums

Not to use windswept roof design



4800m2 vs. 1600m2

51,700ft2 vs. 17,200ft2

60’ x 300’ Poultry Barn 

(18,000ft2)

80’ x 200’ Riding Arena 

(16,000ft2)

Area > 1600m2 OBC Requires:

Non-Combustible 

Construction

Sprinklers, OR

Fire walls



Exit distance 45m vs. 25m

150’ vs. 82’

Man Doors only, swing out

Spatial separation 30m to 

50m+

100’ vs. 165’+

Fire access route and fire 

fighting water supply



Comparison: 3½” Nails

Then Now

2016

1989 2001 2009

0.96 kN
215 pounds

0.72 kN
0.69 kN
155 pounds



Comparison: 2x10 Joists – Shear Properties

Then Now

2016

1989 2001 2009

5.89 kN
1325 pounds

5.89 kN

8.84 kN
2000 pounds

NOTE: No changes in Bending or Deflection Characteristics



Then Now

1995

National 

Farm Code

28 pages

1997

OBC

1990

OBC
2006

OBC

2012

OBC

2000± pages1 in 30 year 

return period
1 in 50 year 

return period

2002

Nutrient 

Management 

Act

2011

OMAFRA 

Publication 837

Fire Risk Red.



• Material testing and computers have increased 

efficiencies in design

Span of Roof Typical Plates* Typical Posts

60’ 4 – 2 x 12 6 x 6

80’ 5 – 2 x 12 6 x 8

100’ 6 – 2 x 12 6 x 8

* Without using ‘Y’ braces to reduce loads



Design Software has “refined” engineered components

Everyone competing on the “lowest price” does not consider other effects



Trusses have been used in construction for centuries as an effective 

method to span large distances

Innovation has played a large role in the development of trusses:

Origins – truss members were tied or nailed together

Progress – On site construction with wood gusset plates

Today – Plant fabrication with steel (pressed) plates

Widely used in residential, commercial and agricultural applications.

Computers have allowed for the detailed computation and geometric 

optimization for member specification

Increased efficiency has many benefits but also drawbacks:

Longer spans with custom geometry

Material conservation

Slender and fragile until fully erected and braced









Bracing provided to address the 

building as a macro entity

Two basic options:

Knee Braces

Diaphragm Roof

Transfer loads to stiff (bracing) 

elements

Shear Walls

Wind Posts

Wall Braces























Permanent (or system) truss bracing is required for structural integrity of the 

truss system as a whole.

Trusses use slender elements that need support to realize their strength.

Large farm truss web members can have over 5000 pounds of compressive 

force which can lead to buckling.



Truss bracing requires approximately 1 - 2% of the web vertical load 

transferred horizontally to resist buckling.

Series of x-braces can provide resistance needed.  Spacing of the braces is a 

function of design.



Designated Structures (OBC 1.3.1.1): 5 m2 face area (4 panels)

Effects of Panels on Trusses

Increase in Dead Loads (approximately 4 psf)

Slippery Roof Factors



Reinforcing:

























Most collapses are linked to the issues already mentioned:

Inadequate bracing during construction.

Inadequate permanent bracing.

Natural Causes (Wind, Snow etc.)

Improper use / operation of building



Gravity acts down.  Follow the load path from the roof, working down 

through all the components to the ground.

Lateral loads (a.k.a. wind) try to push things over and buildings require 

bracing to resist.  Usually considered in 2 orthogonal directions, but not 

simultaneously.

Watch for joints.  Connections are where things normally fall apart.

Watch for “engineered components” like roof trusses – what assumptions do 

they make, and have those assumptions been traced through the structure.



“Engineering is the art of modelling materials we do not wholly understand, into 

shapes we cannot properly analyze, so as to withstand forces we cannot 

properly access, in such a way that the public has no reason to suspect the 

extent of our ignorance.”  Dr. A.R. Dykes

Boils down to Wooten’s Third Law:

“The acquisition of uncommon knowledge inhibits the application of common 

sense.”



This is your chance to share anything that you have learned, that 

you see as affecting the future of farm buildings, or anything else 

you feel would benefit the group.

Thanks again to:


